Presents OneMind Dogs Coach Minna Martimo

3-days of top notch instruction for all levels of agility teams.

July 13-15, 2018 held at The Argus Ranch - Auburn, WA
May be held in the practice arena or outdoors on grass, weather permitting.
Minna’s kind of agility looks like this: both the handler and dog have their responsibilities and both trust
each other to do their job, there is great connection and understanding between the dog and the handler.
Minna is a very precise handler who wants to have all the
possible tools in her handling toolbox. She says that she gets
the best kicks when both she and her dog can show their skills.
Minna is passionate to see agility courses from the dog's
perspective and to understand the dog´s lines as well as the
three Cs, and then making good handling choices based on
these facts. Minna loves perfecting different handling
techniques, proofing obstacle skills by distraction training and
solving problems just to mention a few.
Minna has got an eye for the details but tries to make sense of
the big picture as well. Minna says: “I try to find a way to make
every team get to their next level in some way in every training,
sometimes it might be something big and sometimes it is a
small thing that makes all the difference. I am encouraging and praise a lot, but also point out the things
that need training and fixing and help you fix them on the spot and with homework. I like to give handlers
those light bulb moments that I have gotten myself so many times when training with my OneMind Dogs
Coaches.
Minna has trained with OneMind Dogs coaches for over 10 years - mainly Janita Leinonen, Jaakko

Suoknuuti, Mikko Aaltonen and Mari Kaplas and also Tuulia Liuhto, Timo Liuhto and J
 enni Leino.
Minna says: "I have been coaching agility as a hobby since early 2000´s, since 2015 I have been

coaching agility for my living at Mikko´s and Mari´s Active Dog and for my own Koivet-Agility in Finland
and abroad. My other profession is a veterinarian, I have worked as a vet for 13 years. I am studying
mental training with Anne Talvitie to become a Mental Sport coach."

Class topics & descriptions along with details on registration on the back! There is something
for everyone :)
*****PUPPY *** INTERMEDIATE *** ADVANCED***MENTAL TRAINING*****

All seminars will be held 9AM - 5PM; working spots are limited to 10 dogs; auditing is unlimited.
Friday, July 13: OneMind Dogs Puppy “Fun”dations!
Start to build your “agility-house” correctly from the beginning! Learn the skills needed to achieve a good
balance of obstacle focus and handler focus with your dog.
No previous agility experience necessary; dogs 8 weeks & older are welcome :)
Multiple dogs will be working at once for some exercises.
Saturday, July 14: Either-Or Training!
Balance your training to strengthen your dog’s understanding of your handling and improve your
execution of the techniques in short sequences that show your dog how small differences can make big
impacts.
Dogs should be sequencing 4-5 obstacles; no previous OneMind Dogs experience necessary. Jumps and
tunnels only.
**Evening** Saturday, July 14: Mental Training Lecture! 6:30pm - 8:30PM: $
 35 pre-enrolled; $40 at the door!
Sometimes you see agility competitors who work beautifully in training with their dogs, and seem to have
all the skills for success, but still rarely reach their own level in competitions. Basic agility skills might not
be enough to get you to the top: mental factors have a great impact in agility;
In this 2-hour talk/discussion, Minna will share with us: The most common traps in our thinking and how
to turn them to your advantage. • Meet your inner speech Dudes and decide who you want to become
friends with! • How do we build our worldview • What are beliefs? • How to recognize limiting beliefs and
how to challenge them? • Who´s problem, what can you aﬀect? Keeping to your own circle. • Turning
mistakes into learning. • Goal setting and goals into action steps.
Sunday, July 15: Advanced Handling Solutions! D
 o you always end up choosing the same handling
options on a course? Would you like to be pushed outside of your comfort zone and try different
solutions? Learn to be creative in finding the handling that suits your team. Learn to recognize lines and
technique options and to make the best decisions for you and your dog as a team. In this seminar, teams
will run short sequences and test different handling strategies!
Dogs should be sequencing 8-10 obstacles; OneMind Dogs experience is encouraged, but not required.
Jumps and tunnels only.

COSTS:
Working Spots: $250/day, $475/2-days, $675/3-days
Auditing Spots: $80/day, $150/2-days, $200/3-days
Registration will open on June 1st!

